NATURAL WONDERS
WATERFALL COLLECTION
THE PREMIER SOLUTION FOR IN GROUND POOL WATER FEATURES

c-m-p.com/natural-wonders-waterfalls
THE BEST POOL WATER FEATURES ARE GETTING EVEN BETTER

CMP is proud to be the leading manufacturer of pool waterfalls. Natural Wonders™ Waterfalls are available in five styles including the new clear waterfall style.

WATERFALL
- **NEW CLEAR WATERFALLS**
- Lips Available In 1", 6", 9" & 12" Sizes
- Lip Can Be Radius Curve Cut
- Available in White, Gray, & Tan
- Bottom Port Inlet Option Available
- Only Requires One GPM Per Inch

ARCH WATERFALL
- Exciting Arch Flow Style
- Lips Length Available in 1" or 6" sizes
- Back Port or Bottom Port Inlet Options

RAINFALL
- Two Rows of Water Streams
- Clear Lip Blends into Pool Surroundings
- Back Feed Inlet, 1.5" Spigot

STREAMFALL
- Multiple Miniature Sheer Streams
- Bigger Openings Prevent Clogging
- Lip Can Be Radius Curve Cut
- Back Feed 1.5" Spigot

*IMPORTANT: NATURAL WONDERS WATERFALLS ARE TO BE USED ONLY WITH FILTERED WATER. USE THE POOL SYSTEM FILTER OR THE CMP WATER FEATURE FILTER*